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Teaching notes on 13.01 Recap 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To recap grammar encountered on the course so far (including present 
and past continuous tense endings, subject, object and possessive noun endings, 
commands, negatives and conjunctions). In advance of this unit’s new learning (the simple 
past tense), we’ll recap and consolidate the main grammar points, with a focus on close 
reading of Latin text in order to spot subtle but important differences.  

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid 
hodie facis? diligenter laboras… aut segniter laboras?’ (‘What are you doing today? Are you 
working hard… or are you working sluggishly?’) to which the pupil can reply ‘diligenter 
laboro!’ (‘I’m working hard!’) or ‘segniter laboro!’ (‘I’m working sluggishly!’). The starter 
slides in this unit will ask questions that require pupils to change second person present 
tense verbs (e.g. ‘laboras’) into first person present tense verbs (‘laboro’). In later unit 
lessons, we’ll play around with tenses in questions, using the words ‘hodie’ (today), ‘cras’ 
(tomorrow) and ‘heri’ (yesterday). 

‘Diligenter’ gives us the English word ‘diligent’ and ‘diligently’. The ‘die’ part of ‘hodie’ 
(literally ‘this-day’) links to English words such as diary and diet. 

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game of Word Roots Challenge introducing some new Latin vocabulary that we’ll 
be using in this unit and some ambitious English derivative words. Displayed around the 
screen are some new Latin words. 

On mouse-click, an English derivative (and its definition) of one of these Latin words will 
appear on the screen. Pupils have to work out from which one the English word is derived. 
On second mouse-click, the English word will make its way to its root word. As an extension, 
pupils can explain the connection between the root word and its English derivative, or even 
think of more English words deriving from the Latin ones. Pupils can also identify to which 
word class these new words belong.  

Slides 3-7 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences including vocabulary previously unencountered. After running 
through the oral verb rehearsals (which can be removed if the students no longer need 
them), on mouse-click on each slide, a new word will appear in the New Words box. The 
sentences (with the new, glossed words underlined) are: 

Slide 3: iuvenis fabulam contortam narrabat [The young man was telling a complicated 
story.] 

Slide 4: senex aurum sub villa celat [The old man hides the gold under the house.] 
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Slide 5: numquam in via obscura pecuniam porto [I never carry money in a dark street.] 

Slide 6: canes senem vexabant quod latrabant [The dogs were annoying the old man 
because they were barking.] 

Slide 7: fabulam sororis avide audimus [We are eagerly listening to the sister’s story.] 

Slides 8-11 

🙈‘oculos celate!’ (‘Hide your eyes!’) An observation and memory game.  

A skill we’re looking to develop further in this Unit (and beyond) is close reading of words 
for accurate translation. In this game, we see one version of a Latin sentence, followed by a 
prompt to close our eyes. The sentence (on mouse-click) is then replaced by one that is 
similar but that has one or more critical differences. To make things a little easier, we’ll play 
this game using two of the Quick Fire Sentences we’ve just translated. 

Slide 8: ‘fabulam sororis avide audimus’ changes to ‘fabulam sororis avide audiebamus’. 

Slide 9: highlights the differences, the changing of the present tense first person plural verb 
(we hear/listen to) to a past continuous tense first person plural verb (we were 
hearing/listening to).  

Slide 10: ‘canes senem vexabant’ changes to ‘canis senem vexabat’. 

Slide 11: highlights the differences, the changing of the subject noun from singular to plural 
and the past continuous third person plural verb (were annoying) to a past continuous third 
person singular verb (was annoying). 

📝 The class is then cued onto this lesson’s written exercise, ten sentence pairs where 
pupils have to spot the difference and then translate both sentences. 

Slide 12 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 What English words can you think of that come from the Latin ‘portare’ meaning 
‘to carry’? [portable, transport, export, porter, import, important, support, portfolio – there 
are loads!] 

Question 2 What Latin word is at the root of our English word ‘narrator’? [narrare, to tell] 

Question 3 quid Latine est       ? [fabula] 
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Teaching notes on 13.02 Simple past v past continuous 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To understand different ways of expressing action in the past in English. 
Before starting to learn how to form a new past tense in Latin, we’ll go over the difference 
between two past tenses in English.  

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid heri 
faciebas? diligenter laborabas… aut segniter laborabas?’ (‘What were you doing yesterday? 
Were you working hard… or were you working sluggishly?’) to which the pupil can reply 
‘diligenter laborabam!’ (‘I was working hard!’) or ‘segniter laborabam!’ (‘I was working 
sluggishly!’). This question and its responses are similar to the previous lesson but use a 
different tense (past continuous). 

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game of Word Roots Challenge introducing some new Latin vocabulary that we’ll 
be using in this unit and some ambitious English derivative words. Displayed around the 
screen are some new Latin words. 

On mouse-click, an English derivative (and its definition) of one of these Latin words will 
appear on the screen. Pupils have to work out from which one the English word is derived. 
On second mouse-click, the English word will make its way to its root word. As an extension, 
pupils can explain the connection between the root word and its English derivative, or even 
think of more English words deriving from the Latin ones. Pupils can also identify to which 
word class these new words belong.  

Slides 3–7 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences including vocabulary previously unencountered. After running 
through the oral verb rehearsals (which can be removed if the students no longer need 
them), on mouse-click on each slide, a new word will appear in the New Words box. The 
sentences (with the new, glossed words underlined) are: 

Slide 3: medicus clarus infantem invalidum perite servat [The famous doctor skilfully saves 
the poorly child.] 

Slide 4: sedemus quod fessi sumus [We are sitting down because we are tired.] 

Slide 5: iuvenes spectabam quod ferociter pugnabant [I was watching the young men 
because they were fighting ferociously.] 

Slide 6: navis per undas navigabat [The boat was sailing through the waves.] 
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Slide 7: viam bonam monstro quod familia in hac urbe non habitat [I am showing the right 
street because the family does not live in this city.] 

Slides 8–9 

🙈‘oculos celate!’ (‘Hide your eyes!’) An observation and memory game.  

Repeating the game we played in the last lesson of the unit, we see one version of an 
English sentence, followed by a prompt to close our eyes. The sentence (on mouse-click) is 
then replaced by one that is similar but that has some critical differences.  

Slide 8: ‘The boat was sailing through the waves’ changes to ‘The boat sailed through the 
waves.’ 

Slide 9: highlights the differences, the changing of the past continuous tense (was sailing) to 
a simple perfect tense verb (sailed), and also comments on how these verbs express actions 
that are either ongoing (PC) or completed (SP). 

📝 The class is then cued onto this lesson’s written exercise, where they’ll need to sort 
English verbs by tense (past continuous and simple perfect) and then change past 
continuous verbs in English to simple perfect ones. 

Slide 10 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 What English words can you think of that come from the Latin ‘navis’ meaning 
‘boat’? [navy, naval, navigate, navigation] 

Question 2 How are the simple past and past continuous tenses different? [SP shows an 
action that is completed, PC shows an action that is ongoing] 

Question 3 quid Latine est   ? [monstrare] 
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Teaching notes on 13.03 The simple past tense in Latin 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To encounter how Latin shows the simple past by changing parts of the 
verb. 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid heri 
consumpsisti? uvas? panem? pomum? caseum? piscem?’ (‘What did you eat yesterday? 
Grapes? Bread? An apple? Cheese? Fish?’) to which the pupil can reply ‘[name of food] 
consumpsi’ (‘I ate [name of food]’) or ‘aliter consumpsi!’ (‘I ate something else.’). Hopefully, 
following the last lesson in the unit, the pupils will recognize ‘heri’ as ‘yesterday’ and will be 
prompted to recognise that the simple past tense being used here. This lesson will go into 
detail on all of the simple past Latin endings. 

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game of Word Roots Challenge recapping some of the unit’s new Latin 
vocabulary and introducing some ambitious English derivative words. Displayed around the 
screen are some new Latin words, this time without their English meanings. 

On mouse-click, an English derivative (and its definition) of one of these Latin words will 
appear on the screen. Pupils have to work out from which one the English word is derived. 
On second mouse-click, the English word will make its way to its root word. As an extension, 
pupils can explain the connection between the root word and its English derivative, or even 
think of more English words deriving from the Latin ones. Pupils can also identify to which 
word class these new words belong.  

Slides 3–7 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences including vocabulary previously unencountered. After running 
through the oral verb rehearsals (which can be removed if the students no longer need 
them), on mouse-click on each slide, a new word will appear in the New Words box. The 
sentences (with the new, glossed words underlined) are: 

Slide 3: miles fabulam celeriter narrat et ad terram decidit [The soldier tells the story quickly 
and falls down to the ground.] 

Slide 4: cur canem sub lecto celabas? [Why were you hiding the dog under the bed?] 

Slide 5: ridemus quod amicum ridiculum spectamus [We’re laughing because we’re 
watching a funny friend.] 

Slide 6: dux cautus clamat, “milites, audite! gladios et hastas portate!” [The careful leader 
shouts, “Soldiers, listen! Carry swords and spears!”] 
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Slide 7: hodie porcos numero sed heri vaccas numeravi* [Today I am counting the pigs but 
yesterday I counted the cows.] 

* although we do actually know the verb ‘numerare’, it is glossed here because it is being 
shown in the simple past tense which we’ll explore in the next few slides. 

Slide 8 

Using the last Quick Fire Sentence as a model, this slide compares the Latin verb ending in 
the present tense (plus the two ways we can translate them in English) to the verb ending in 
the simple past tense. Mouse-click compares the English translations of the verbs, pointing 
out the tense names. 

Slide 9 

…goes into more detail on how Latin makes the simple past tense. Just like the present 
tense and the past continuous tense, the endings of the verb change to show who is doing 
the action of the verb: 

i – I, isti – you (s), it (he/she/it), imus (we), istis (y’all/you plural) and erunt (they) 

Something else happens to the verb, too. Mouse-click shows how the letter ‘v’ appears in 
the middle of the verb to indicate that this is the simple past. We’ll find out later on in this 
unit that not all verbs do this in the simple past (such as ‘consumpsi’ in this lesson’s LO 
slide), but a lot do, so this is a good place to start. 

Mouse-click then models how ‘amare’ (to love) changes and translates in the simple past: 

amavi – I loved, amavisti – you loved, amavit – he/she/it loved, amavimus (we loved), 
amavistis (y’all loved), amaverunt (they loved) 

Slide 10 

…models the verb ‘audire’ (to hear) in a similar manner. Pupils can be asked to translate the 
verbs as they appear if they seem comfortable with the new learning. 

Slide 11 

Practice translating the simple past using a mixture of verbs. On mouse-click, an SP verb in 
Latin will appear. Pupils can use the verbs at the top of the screen and the endings at the 
bottom to practice. The verbs are: 

• amavi – I loved 
• celaverunt – they hid 
• audvisti – you(s) heard 
• servavit – he/she/it saved 
• amavistis – y’all loved 
• celavimus – we hid 
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📝 The class is then cued onto this lesson’s written exercise, a mixture of sorting, matching 
and translating simple past Latin verbs. 

Slide 10 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 What English words can you think of that come from the Latin ‘celare’ meaning 
‘to hide’? [cellar, conceal] 

Question 2 What letter of the alphabet can pop up in the middle of a Latin verb that shows 
us it’s in the simple past tense? [V] 

Question 3 quid Latine est  💁👜 ? [portare] 
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Teaching notes on 13.04 The simple past v. the past continuous in Latin 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To identify the two past tenses we now know and to look at the 
differences in translating them into English. 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid heri 
fecisti? lusisti? legisti? natavisti? cantavisti? pinxisti?’ (‘What did you do yesterday? Did you 
play some games? Read? Go swimming? Sing? Do some painting?’) to which the pupil can 
reply ‘lusi’ [I played some games], legi [I read], natavi [I went swimming], cantavi [I sang] 
pinxi [I did some painting] or ‘aliter feci!’ (‘I did something else.’). As in previous 
conversations in intro slides in this unit, the simple past tense is being used here. This lesson 
will go on to recap the two past tenses that we now know, alongside the present tense. 

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game of Word Roots Challenge recapping some of the unit’s new Latin 
vocabulary and introducing some ambitious English derivative words. Displayed around the 
screen are some new Latin words, without their English meanings. 

On mouse-click, an English derivative (and its definition) of one of these Latin words will 
appear on the screen. Pupils have to work out from which one the English word is derived. 
On second mouse-click, the English word will make its way to its root word. As an extension, 
pupils can explain the connection between the root word and its English derivative, or even 
think of more English words deriving from the Latin ones. Pupils can also identify to which 
word class these new words belong.  

Slides 3–8 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences including vocabulary previously unencountered. The oral verb 
rehearsals no longer feature, but a reminder of the simple past tense endings will stay in the 
right hand corner of the screen, as this is new learning. On mouse-click on each slide, a new 
word will appear in the New Words box. The sentences here feature only simple past tense 
verbs (with the new, glossed words underlined) are: 

Slide 3: ducem clam salutavi [I greeted the leader in secret.] 

Slide 4: per vias caute ambulavimus [We walked through the streets carefully.] 

Slide 5: undae magnae navem veterem celaverunt [The big waves hid the old boat.] 

Slide 6: saccos ad villam portavisti [You carried the bags to the house.] 

Slide 7: infans lacrimavit quod frater picturam delevit [The child cried because the brother 
destroyed the picture.] 
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Slide 8: quid heri cantavistis? [What did y’all sing yesterday?] 

Slide 9 

…recaps the three Latin tenses we’ve now met on this course: the present (which can be 
translated into English as present continuous or simple present); simple past; past 
continuous. 

Slide 10 

…then sets out the endings for these three tenses, then on mouse-click puts the first bit of 
‘amare’ (to love) before them. Either run through what these verbs mean one by one, or ask 
your students to do so. 

Slide 11 

🤓Using one verb (‘pugnare’ – to fight), the class will then (on mouse-click) be presented 
with a series of verbs of different tenses. Using whiteboards and markers, they can translate 
the verbs (a bit like quick fire verbs) and name their tense. To make things a little easier, the 
tense endings appear at the bottom of the screen as a helpful reference. The verbs are: 

• pugno – I fight/I am fighting (P) 
• pugnaverunt – they fought (SP) 
• pugnabas – you were fighting (PC) 
• pugnat – he/she/it fights or is fighting (P) 
• pugnabatis – y’all were fighting (PC) 
• pugnavimus – they fought (SP) 

📝 The class is then cued onto this lesson’s written exercise, a mixture of sorting, matching 
and translating Latin verbs in the three tenses. 

Slide 12 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 What English words can you think of that come from the Latin ‘iuvenis’ meaning 
‘young man’? [juvenile, rejuvenate] 

Question 2 Which three tenses have you now met in Latin? [present, simple past, past 
continuous] 

Question 3 quid Latine est  🌊? [unda] 
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Teaching notes on 13.05 The simple past – the next level! 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To encounter Latin verbs that act slightly differently to verbs we’ve 
already seen in the simple past tense. 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid heri 
fecisti? scripsisti? cucurristi? musicam fecisti? saltavisti? ambulavisti?’ [‘What did you do 
yesterday? Did you do some writing? Go for a run? Make music? Dance? Go on a walk?’] to 
which the pupil can reply ‘scripsi’ [I did some writing], ‘cucurri’ [I went for a run], ‘musicam 
feci’ [I made music], ‘saltavi’ [I danced] ambulavi [I went for a walk] or ‘aliter feci!’ (‘I did 
something else.’). As in previous conversations in intro slides in this unit, the simple past 
tense being used here. This lesson will go on to explore how some past tense forms can look 
a little different to what we’ve seen in previous lessons (like ‘scripsi’, ‘cucurri’ and ‘feci’ 
here). 

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game of Word Roots Challenge in reverse, recapping on the some of the 
vocabulary encountered in the current unit. Rather than giving the students some English 
vocabulary to match up with the correct Latin root, this slide pops up a Latin word and 
picture stimulus. Once you’ve checked that the students understand the meaning of the 
Latin word, you can ask them (individually, in pairs or table teams) to write down as many 
words as they can think of in English that come from that Latin root. As more Latin words 
appear, the list will get longer. Once all the words are displayed, go round the class and 
collect all the derivative English words written down and see how many you have (maybe 
even see which student/pair/team has the most). 

If you’re ever unsure whether an English word comes from a particular Latin root, either you 
or the students can research it using Google and the search term ‘etymology’. 

Slides 3–8 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences including vocabulary previously unencountered. The oral verb 
rehearsals no longer feature, but a reminder of all the tense endings we’ve met so far will 
stay at the bottom of the screen. On mouse-click on each slide, a new word or words will 
appear in the New Words box. The sentences here feature all three verb tenses (with the 
new, glossed words underlined): 

Slide 3: in Africa habitabam sed nunc in Britannia habito [I was living (or used to live) in 
Africa but now I live in Britain.] 

Slide 4: heri mater et pater mihi canem dederunt [Yesterday mum and dad gave a dog to 
me.] n.b. The students may need a little help in working out that ‘dederunt’ comes from 
‘dare’. 
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Slide 5: femina per vias ambulabat. subito clamorem audivit [The woman was walking 
through the streets. Suddenly she heard an uproar.] 

Slide 6: iuvenis “heri montem ascensi!” dicit [The young man says, “Yesterday I climbed a 
mountain!”] 

Slide 7: per totam urbem cucurristis? non credo! [Y’all ran through the whole city? I don’t 
believe (it/you).] 

Slide 8 

This slide recaps how verbs we’ve seen so far form the simple past by inserting the letter ‘v’ 
before the simple past endings (i, isti, it, imus, istis, erunt). On mouse-click, we’ll also run 
through verbs that do slightly different things, changing a letter/sound in the middle of the 
word, or by adding a bit onto the front. 

Slide 9 

🤓 Even though these ‘strange’ simple past versions do change a bit more oddly from their 
present tense forms, they don’t change so much that you can’t match them up. At the top 
of this slide are five verbs in their infinitive form: stare (to stand), currere (to run), ridere (to 
laugh), consumere (to eat/drink/consume) and facere (to make/do). On mouse-click, a 
simple past verb will pop up and students have to match it to the verb from which they 
think it comes. The simple past verbs are kept in the first person singular for simplicity’s 
sake. Once the students have an answer, on second mouse-click the SP verb will move to its 
correct infinitive. 

📝 The class is then cued onto this lesson’s written exercise, which builds on this task of 
matching a simple past verb to its present tense equivalent and translating. 

 

Slide 10 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 What English words come from the Latin ‘fabula’ meaning ‘story’? [fable, 
fabulous, confabulation] 

Question 2 Name one Latin verb that doesn’t show the simple past by using the letter ‘v’. 
[Any from the exercise sheet they’ve just done!] 

Question 3 quid Latine est ⛵? [navis] 
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Teaching notes on 13.06 Past continuous – the next level! 

Slide 1  

Learning objectives: (1) To see how ‘to be’ works in the past continuous, and (2) To discover 
a new way of translating the past continuous in Latin. Unlike other lessons, there are two 
L.O.s – consequently, the written exercise this week is done in two stages.  

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid heri 
fecisti? lusisti? natavisti? musicam fecisti? pinxisti? ambulavisti?’ [What did you do 
yesterday? Did you do play some games? Go for a swim? Make music? Paint? Go on a 
walk?] to which the pupil can reply ‘lusi’ [I played some games], ‘natavi’ [I went for a swim], 
‘musicam feci’ [I made music], ‘pinxi’ [I painted] ambulavi [I went for a walk] or ‘aliter feci!’ 
[I did something else]. As in previous conversations in intro slides in this unit, the simple 
past tense being used here.  

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game of Word Roots Challenge in reverse, recapping on the some of the 
vocabulary encountered in the current unit. Rather than giving the students some English 
vocabulary to match up with the correct Latin root, this slide pops up a Latin word and 
picture stimulus. Once you’ve checked that the students understand the meaning of the 
Latin word, you can ask them (individually, in pairs or table teams) to write down as many 
words as they can think of in English that come from that Latin root. As more Latin words 
appear, the list will get longer. Once all the words are displayed, go round the class and 
collect all the derivative English words written down and see how many you have (maybe 
even see which student/pair/team has the most). 

If you’re ever unsure whether an English word comes from a particular Latin root, either you 
or the students can research it using Google and the search term ‘etymology’. 

Slides 3-8 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences including vocabulary previously unencountered. The oral verb 
rehearsals no longer feature, but a reminder of all the tense endings we’ve met so far will 
stay at the bottom of the screen. On mouse-click on each slide, a new word or words will 
appear in the New Words box. The sentences here feature all three verb tenses (with the 
new, glossed words underlined): 

Slide 3: cur matrem non visitavisti? [Why did you not visit mum?] 

Slide 4: rex appropinquavit itaque subito milites tacuerunt [The king approached therefore 
suddenly the soldiers fell silent.] 
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Slide 5: canem habebam sed nunc equum habeo [I was having (or used to have) a dog but 
now I have a horse.] This sentence illustrates one of the lesson’s L.O.s, and we’ll explore it in 
more detail later. 

Slide 6: in Hispania habitabamus sed nunc in Italia habitamus [We were living (or used to 
live) in Spain but now we live in Italy.] 

Slide 7: rex dixit, “tace! pater meus clarus erat!” [The king said, “Be quiet! My father was 
famous!”] This sentence illustrates the other lesson’s L.O., which we’ll move onto next. 

Slide 8 

This slide shows the sentence we’ve just seen in both the past continuous (‘pater meus 
clarus erat’) and present (‘pater meus clarus est’) forms. This is followed by… 

Slide 9 

…a recap of the parts of ‘esse’ in the present tense, and then new learning – how the same 
verb looks in the past continuous, and how these verbs are translated into English, i.e.:  

 

📝 The class is then cued onto Part 1 of this lesson’s written exercise, which asks the 
students to identify whether a part of ‘esse’ is in the present or past continuous tense, and 
then to translate the sentence. 

Slide 10 

…then sets out the lesson’s second L.O., that sometimes the PC tense just sounds a bit 
better translated into English as ‘used to’ instead of ‘was …ing.’ As a rule of thumb, ‘used to’ 
can be used for actions that go on habitually for an extended period of time, but it’s good to 
get the students to choose what feels right in any context. 

📝 The class is then cued onto Part 2 of this lesson’s written exercise, which asks the 
students to find the past continuous tense verbs, and then to translate the sentence using 
‘used to’ instead of ‘was …ing.” 

Slide 11 

The plenary slide: 
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Question 1 If I tell you, “laetus eram,” am I happy now or was I happy in the past? [in the 
past, because ‘eram’ means ‘was’.] 

Question 2 What are the two ways of translating the Latin past continuous into English? 
[‘was …ing’ or ‘used to…’] 

Question 3 quid Latine est ? [sedere] 
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Teaching notes on 13.07 The highlights of Greek theatre 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To record more vocabulary in our mini dictionaries, to use this 
knowledge and the glossing technique to translate a fact sheet about Greek plays. The 
written exercise in this lesson is again 100% in Latin. 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid heri 
scripsisti? cucurristi? musicam fecisti? saltavisti? ambulavisti?’ [‘What did you do yesterday? 
Did you do some writing? Go for a run? Make music? Dance? Go on a walk?’] to which the 
pupil can reply ‘scripsi’ [I did some writing], ‘cucurri’ [I went for a run], ‘musicam feci’ [I 
made music], ‘saltavi’ [I danced] ambulavi [I went for a walk] or ‘aliter feci!’ [‘I did 
something else.’] As in previous conversations in intro slides in this unit, the simple past 
tense being used here.  

Slides 2–4 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences including vocabulary previously unencountered, some of the 
unit’s vocabulary and the concepts encountered in Unit 13 (simple past tense). These 
sentences are also intended to help warm up for the written exercise. On mouse-click on 
each slide, a new word or words will appear in the New Words box. The three sets of tense 
endings also appear at the bottom of the slide to support the students. The sentences (with 
the new, glossed words underlined) are: 

Slide 2: senes fabulas claras in theatro spectabant [The old men were watching (/used to 
watch) famous stories in the theatre.] 

Slide 3: feminae lacrimant quod milites saevi urbem deleverunt [The women are crying 
because the savage soldiers have destroyed the city.] 

Slide 4: iuvenis dixit, “pater meus clarus erat!” [The young man said, “My father was 
famous!”] 

Slide 5 

📝 Time for the pupils to record this unit’s vocabulary in the relevant mini dictionary 

sections. The words are clustered in word class groups:  

Verbs – celare (to hide), narrare (to tell), portare (to carry), servare (to save), sedere (to sit), 
spectare (to watch), monstrare (to show) 

Nouns – fabula (story), senex (old man), iuvenis (young man), unda (wave), via (street), navis 
(boat) 

Adjectives – clarus/clara (famous, sometimes clear) 
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Slide 6 

📝 A mouse-click walk-through, showing how to complete the Greek Theatre worksheet 

which contains only Latin: 
1. Read the Latin and, using the new vocabulary at the bottom of the page, write a 

translation. The students may need to use their mini-dictionaries to look up any 
words they’ve forgotten 

2. Draw pictures that illustrate the scene or action in each panel. 
3. A handy guide to all of the writers featured will also pop up. 

 
Slide 7 
 
This slide displays the text of the written exercise. Each Latin sentence, when clicked on, will 
reveal the English translation. This means that if there’s a particular sentence that the class 
is stuck on during their translation, you can click and reveal that individual sentence. 
Otherwise, use this clickable slide to go through the whole translation with the class once 
they’ve finished. 

Slide 8 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 Name one Ancient Greek playwright. [Sophocles, Euripides, Menander, 
Aristophanes] 

Question 2 What do Ancient Greek frogs say? [“Brekekekex! Koax! Koax!” (apparently)] 

Question 3 quid Latine est 👴  ? [senex] 
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Teaching notes on 13.08 Unit 13 Assessment 

Slide 1  

Learning Objective: to recap and demonstrate what we’ve learned in Unit 13. This lesson 
will take the form of a general recap of the previous lessons in the unit, followed by a quiz to 
assess the pupils’ knowledge. 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid heri 
fecisti? lusisti? legisti? natavisti? cantavisti? pinxisti?’ [‘What did you do yesterday? Did you 
play some games? Read? Go swimming? Sing? Do some painting?”] to which the pupil can 
reply ‘lusi’ [I played some games], legi [I read], natavi [I went swimming], cantavi [I sang] 
pinxi [I did some painting] or ‘aliter feci!’ [I did something else]. As in previous conversations 
in intro slides in this unit, the simple past tense being used here.  

Slide 2  

A recap of these core learning points (most of which cover sentence translation technique) 
appears on mouse-click. They can be used as a stimulus to see what the students recall. 

Learning point 1: Latin uses the simple past tense to show actions that took place in the 
past and are completed. 

Learning point 2: You can often spot the past continuous in Latin if you see a ‘v’ before the 
verb ending (but not always!). [Can you work out what the animals are saying here?] 

Learning point 3: The Latin past continuous tense can sometimes be translated into English 
as ‘used to’. 

Learning point 4: The Ancient Greeks invented tragedy (sad plays) and comedy (funny plays) 

The fourteen new words that the students put in their mini dictionaries also appear.  

Slide 3  

📝 This slide shows the two pages (four sections) of the Unit 13 Quiz. The students can 

then work individually on completing it. Once this is done, you can go through the answers 
on… 

Slides 4–7 

…where the answers will be revealed on mouse-click. 

Slide 8 

This unit’s gold star award and a brief look-ahead to what’s in Unit 14. 


